
With its quizzical title, rewind-effect opening, and collage structure, this film 
from artist Fiona Tan is a confident feature debut that isn’t afraid to put 
complex ideas on screen along with an assured visual sense. Written by Tan in 
collaboration with Observer film writer Jonathan Romney, History’s Future 
combines elements of a discursive essay-film on the crisis of late capitalism 
and a blank-affect character study of a man with traumatic amnesia. 
From the outset, Tan’s purpose is to destabilise and disorient, no doubt to 
reflect her protagonist’s chaotic mind, as well as the wider fracturing of society. 
The first image with which she confronts us is a title card reading “The End”; 
this then segues into a shot of a cinema auditorium, in effect holding a mirror 
up to the audience. As a man sits slumped at the rear of the seating, it becomes 
apparent that the film – and time – is moving backwards. 
 
By the point that a sense of normalcy is re-established, it becomes apparent 
that the man (played by Mark O’Halloran, the Irish actor-writer best known for 
Dublin junkie film Adam & Paul) has suffered near-total memory loss, having 
endured some kind of beating, and gradually responds to attempts to treat him 
medically. After leaving hospital, he moves to the home of a woman who says 
she is his wife – and has the photographs to prove it – though of course he says 
he has no memory of her. 
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With little to anchor him, the man wanders off one day, and what follows is a 
string of encounters across Europe in which the man – known only as MP, for 
Missing Person – grapples with his apparent lack of understanding of where he 
is and what he is doing. In France, for example, he is greeted by a woman (Anne 
Consigny) who tells him she is a former girlfriend; in Belgium he approaches a 
woman (played by The Arbor’s Manjinder Virk) who thinks they may have met 
at a party, and manipulates her into a one-night stand. 
Tan punctuates this patchwork of experience (in which MP’s ever-changing 
facial hair looms large) with repeated blips of archive footage (riots, ambulance, 
etc) as well as mysterious images that appear to emanate from some kind of 
vivid dreamscape. The effect is poetic, meandering; and at certain points seems 
to borrow directly from Tan’s fine art background: replicating celebrated 
paintings, or conceiving scenes as installations. 
Together with cinematographer Vladas Naudzius, Tan shows that she has an 
exceptional eye for location and composition; History’s Future is an intriguing, 
original piece that suggests she’s a natural film director. I’m looking forward to 
what she does next.


